The lattice conditional independence (LCI) model N(C)<) is defined to be the set of all normal distributions N(O, E) on IR I such that for every pair L, M E 1<, XL and xM are conditionally independent given xLnM (ct , [AP] (1993a)). Here C)< is a ring of subsets (hence a distributive lattice) of the finite index set I such that 0, IE ".K, while for K E 1<, XK is the coordinate projection of x E IRI onto IRK.
Introduction.
The class of lattice conditional independence (lCI) models for multivariate normal distributions was introduced by Andersson and Perlman (E [AP] ) (1993a).
The LCI model N(<J-<) is defined to be the set of all normal distributions N(O, L)
on IR I such that ( 1.1) XL lL XM IxLnM for every pair t., M E 1<, i.e.. XL and xM are CI given xLnM. Here 1< is a ring of subsets (hence a distributive lattice) of the finite index set I such that e , IE ':K, while for K E <J-<, xK is the coordinate projection of XE IR I onto IRK. We let P(1<) denote the set of all positive definite IxI covariance matrices L such that (1.1) is satisfied when x~N(O, L). and these uniquely determine L under the lCI restriction determined by <Jo<.
The lCI models N(<Jo<) arise naturally in the analysis of non-monotone mul ti variate rni ss ing data patterns ([AP) (1991» and non- In the present paper the strict unbiasedness of the LR test for the general testing problem (1.3) is established (Theorem 3.4). The proof is an extension of the classical proof of the unbiasedness of the LR test for testing complete independence of several blocks of variates (cr. Narain (1950) , Perlman (1980, §4.1») .
In (1.3), certain CI conditions among IJ(ex) I (> 2) blocks of variates are to be tested. Because of the partia lly ordered structure of J ('H), the notation and organization of the proof of unbiasedness are more complex than in the cl ass ica 1 case, so some of the key ideas are developed in a series of lemmas in Sections 2 and 3.
In addition, the resul t s developed here provide a direct proof of the independence of the LR test statistic A and the MLE's of the ex -parameters 2: 
where S == S(y) = yyt = nx(the empirical covariance matrix).
We further assume that the reader is familiar with the derivation and form of the LR statistic A for the testing problem (1.3) as given in Section 2 of
(AP] (1993b). There it is shown that A may be expressed in terms of the MLE's of the 1< -parameters and 1R -parameters of i:: when n~maxI IMI: M E J (m)},
(Here it is important to review the warning at the beginning of Section 2 of 
Proof.
The following properties of the Wishart distribution are well known:
for any [EP(I).
After some algebra, (2.7) yields (2.9)
where SA ( By (2.6). SA-B is independent of (t::.. SB). while by (2.9). 
Remark.
In fact, the argument of Anderson and Das Gupta (1964) Proof. By Propos 2. of ( 993a) and the def n ion of <Kk>, Thus, for (3.9) it is enough to show that if 1(' E J("K). 1(' C Kk. then Assume that n > max{ IMII ME J(1Tl H. so the LR test for the testing problem .14) where (3.15) :A 2 / n = nct"tm 1m = (ii) EOO E P(<j-().
Proof. 0) By (3.13). this result follows from the facts that (EOm)m = Em and that under P L Om' XsJlX1U"·U(s-l). s = m+1.· .. ,r.
(it) Under PEOO' {X[mkJlm = 1 .:: ·,r. k = 1.···,qm} are mutually independent. Thus, by (3.13) with (m. rn.r) replaced by (')(, k, /J(1<)j). EOO E P(,}(). for a.e. S1 U" 'u(m-1 ).
Therefore for any e > O. Therefore when E E P(1<).
(4.11)
as asserted. 
Distribution of the MLE's of the CX -parameters of E.

Proof.
The relations (S.2c) and (5.2d) are well-known properties of the 
